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Situational Context 
Where are we now?
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Brand Strategy Overview

The brand’s single minded 

proposition…

To experience more, real natural 

beauty visit the region

• I am unsure what the Region has to offer that I can’t find in closer destinations such as Margaret River. 

• The region is too far to go, it takes too long to get there and the mild temperatures aren’t a selling point. 

• When considering short trip destinations I am always on the lookout for something new to experience (be it active or nature based). 

• Is a majestic natural playground full of activities

• Is a discovery of raw landscape of natural beauty

• Gives me an escape with unexpected rewards

• Allows me to do as much or as little as I want

Heart of the Brand

Values Personalities

Authentic 

Captivating  

Enriching 

Contemplative  

Balanced 

Rugged 

Passionate 

Adventurous 

Unexpected 

Engaging 

Essence

Real

• All creative output will be driven 

by this single minded 

proposition. 

• Effective brand positioning has 

one key message

Get these people…

By communicating 

• Nature Seeker Families

• Active Families 

• Young singles and couples 25-34 yrs. old

Who currently think…

To think…

Destination Marketing Strategy
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Destination Marketing Strategy Objectives

• Build awareness of the new regional brand 

• Meaningfully connect with the approved target audience segments 

• Build a sense of intrigue around the regional product offering

• Positively influence current perceptions of the region

Overarching Project Objective

Develop a unique unifying brand identity for the Region that will increase brand 

awareness and motivation to visit the region. This brand identity will represent the 

areas of City of Albany, Shire of Denmark and Shire of Plantagenet. 

Project Objectives

Within this strategy we will refer to the Lower Great Southern Region as the Region. 

Increase 

Tourist 

Visitation to 

the region 
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Behaviors and Barriers Needed to be 
Addressed

• Lack of Awareness - I don’t know what is on offer throughout the region. 
• Negative Perception - I think the region is too far to travel for a holiday.  
• Negative Perception - I feel that the weather is unpredictable. 
• Lack of Differentiation - I can get what is there at other WA travel destinations. 

What changes 
in behaviour do 
we require…

• Visitation - We need more people to visit the region. 
• Time of Visitation - We need people to visit during shoulder periods not just peak periods. 
• Length of Visitation - We need people to stay for longer time.

What barriers 
are preventing 
this…

In order to achieve the objectives mentioned earlier we need to change the behaviours of holiday makers listed below by addressing the 

barriers also listed below. For this to happen the Destination Marketing Strategy will recommend activities that will achieve this. This will 

enable us to reposition the region as a favourable holiday destination. 
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Target Audience Analysis 
Who do we need to target and what do they want?
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Active and Nature Loving…

Age: 35 – 49 

Education: Tertiary. 

Over index for home duties due to 
skew to female.

Work Status: Full-time

Socio-economic Scale: AB - Big 
spenders

HH: 3 – 4 ppl.

Values - Visible Achievement 

Retain traditional values even with 
their success. 

Family is very important, wanting 
to provide their families with a 
high quality environment.

Look for quality and value for 
money, not necessarily something 
that is expensive.

Attitudes and Lifestyles

Families
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Age: 25 – 34 

Education: Tertiary 

Work Status: Full-time

Socio-economic Scale: AB

Medium Spenders 

Young married no children HHI $70k+

Values

Young optimism – want to 
experience all life has to offer.

Socially aware - Seek detailed 
information about their options. 

Visible Achievement - Look for quality 
and value for money, not necessarily 
something that is expensive.

Attitudes and Lifestyles

Active and Nature Loving, whilst also looking for an escape...

Adult Couples and Singles
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Target Audience Insights Action

There is an inherent lack of knowledge as to the region’s 
offering

• Promotion of the region and it’s offering.
• Online is a channel most commonly used for holiday research.  

There is a lack of perceived uniqueness for the region. • Distinctive features must be investigated and emphasised 
wherever possible in communications. 

There are perceived gaps in core product offerings within 
the region. E.g. past visitors were critical of the region’s 
accommodation and dining experiences. 

• Promote quality options in these areas so tourists are able to find 
the best options tailored to their demands. 

• Continue to develop product to fill gaps. 

The region’s greatest strength is it’s natural offering. But is 
this any different to other regions natural offerings?

• We need to communicate a distinctive and unique regional 
identity.
• Remind people what makes up the region

• Dial up products like local produce and ANZAC

The Albany Region is perceived, both Intra and Interstate, as a slow-paced, nature based escape, reconnect 
and recharge destination. It offers a personal, introspective form of connection / reconnection with nature/ 

history/ self and loved ones.

Target Audience Research Insights
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WA Holiday Demands

• Western Australians are 93% more likely than 
the average Aussie holiday-goer to have 
visited a wilderness area.

• Western Australian’s are above average for 
participation in outdoorsy activities such as 
bushwalking, and taking in the local scenery.

• Western Australians are below-average in 
participation in more urbane holiday pursuits 
like going to art galleries, theme park.

• 75% of people whose last holiday was in WA, 
were in fact local WA residents.

Top 5 holiday activities of people whose 

last holiday was in WA (compared to 

average Aussie)

Source: Roy Morgan 2016

Research suggests that the region has a product 
offering that is in high demand. Majority of WA 

holiday makers are in fact WA residents.
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Product Analysis
What do we need to Promote?
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What do we need to Promote?

Source: Tourism WA
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Competitor Analysis 
What have other destinations done?
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Tourism Northern Territory

Challenge

• NT was perceived as too far to travel for a holiday

• Absence of elements that make a great holiday – fun and sociability

• NT was on people’s ‘one-day’ bucket lists but not on this year’s itinerary

Objective  

• Build a new brand positioning for the Northern Territory to take it from a 
passive experience offering personal enrichment to an active holiday 
destination that is social, fun and exciting, to drive more interstate visitors

Insight 

When the target audience saw the adventurous experiences on offer this shifted 
the destination up people’s lists of places to visit

The Big Idea 

NT isn’t somewhere you go, it’s somewhere you DO, and what you DO is unlike 
anything else on earth. 

Pushing the NT off Aussies‘ bucket lists and onto their to-do lists

Source: WARC
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Tourism Northern Territory

1. Awareness 

• Raise awareness around the activities on offer in and around 
iconic NT landscapes, to make the destination feel closer and 
more accessible.

• "Do the NT" launched with:

• This helped clearly define the type of holiday the Northern 
Territory made possible both at a broader level ("do 
unexpected") and an activity level ("do Alice by bike").

• TV

• New website 

• Radio

• Digital banners

• Pre-rolls 

• Social media

2. Consideration

• The task was to create a more complete picture of how to do 
the NT, making planning easier, with the message “Do the NT 
your way”.

• A PR partnership was developed with Sunrise to clarify how to 
best navigate the region. 

• Social Media - Reach was amplified by presenters posting NT 
images on personal profiles with live commentary.

• PR / TV / Online - The PR phase was assisted through reworked 
TV and online video itineraries laying out how to navigate the 
region. 

• Print - Large-format print ads appeared in press, explaining the 
different regions and how to plan to make the most of them.

Awareness Consideration Purchase
Loyalty + 
Advocacy

To successfully launch the new brand, NT needed to build brand awareness and consideration. This was achieved by the activities listed below.

Source: WARC
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Tourism Northern Territory Channels 

Digital banners

New 

website 

and 

YouTube 

channel

TV

Mainstream 

Press

Video 

itineraries 

and E-
brochure

PR

Awareness Consideration Purchase
Loyalty + 
Advocacy

Examples of creative output used in various marketing channels used to build awareness and consideration.

Source: WARC
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Industry Analysis
What is trending in the industry?
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Tourism and Social Trends 

• Event Travel: People are becoming more interested in travelling to 
destinations for event oriented holidays and then also experience 
the local offering as a bonus. 

• Travellers want authentic experiences that make them feel they are 
getting the real local experience. 

• A study revealed that 82% of Australians are concerned about at 
least one environmental issue. The future of marketing is 
philanthropy. 

• The latest dining experiences to entice luxury consumers are extreme 
and about accessing remote, rare and theatrical settings amid the 
wonders of nature. 

• Aquatic Travel: As demand rises for aquatic experiences tourism 
operators are responding by providing new experiences to interact 
with the aquatic wildlife.

Source: Cummins and Partners - Travel Trends 2015; TWA Taste 2020
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In a 
Nutshell….
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Research Key Insights
By communicating that the region is 

Worth every moment 

will start the process of overcoming the 

barriers below:

Target 

Audience 

Insight
• Everyone lives a full and busy life, but there is an 

inherent need to escape the hustle and bustle.   

Product 

Insight
• The region hosts world class natural 

environment assets. 

• The Region has a high number of 

Natural Environment attractions. 

• This natural environment offers a great 

backdrop to host a high number of 

Food and Wine events. 

Industry 

Insight
• Travellers want authentic experiences 

that make them feel they are getting the 

real local experience. 

• Distance can be a positive, as it helps 

communicate the ‘recharge your 

batteries’ hook.

The region is…

Worth every 

moment

• Lack of Awareness - I don’t know 

what is on offer throughout the 

region. 

• Negative Perception - I think the 

region is too far to travel for a 

holiday.  

• Negative Perception - I feel that the 

weather is unpredictable. 

• Lack of Differentiation - I can get 

what is there at other WA travel 

destinations. 
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Timing Analysis
When should we target our audience? 
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WA Online Search Trends 

Category: Travel

Search Terms:

Margaret River 

Dunsborough 

Broome

Exmouth

Jan 2012 Jan 2013 Jan 2014 Jan 2016Jan 2015 July

Apr

Category: Travel

Search Term: 

Holiday

Jan 2012
Jan 2013 Jan 2014

Jan 2016
Jan 2015

July

Apr
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WA Online Search Trends 

Jan 2012 Jan 2013 Jan 2014

Jan 2016
Jan 2015

July

Apr
Category: Travel

Search Term: 

TripAdvisor

Category: Travel

Search Terms:

Booking.com

Stayz

Airbnb

Jan 2012 Jan 2013
Jan 2014 Jan 2016

Jan 2015
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WA Tourism Advertising Expenditure 

Western Australia Y2015

Grand Total Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15

Australia's North West Tourism $11,475 $11,475

WA Tourism North West $56,435 $36,832 $11,761 $7,842

WA Tourism Commission $1,205,179 $69,099 $126,745 $174,111 $186,283 $121,675 $148,788 $29,963 $62,138 $85,182 $66,368 $63,151 $71,676

WA Tourism Commission $839,485 $59,158 $122,618 $83,582 $159,792 $102,017 $65,738 $12,745 $986 $51,711 $60,107 $63,151 $57,880

WA Tourism Aust Golden Outback $87,627 $852 $4,127 $23,772 $8,469 $6,261 $37,885 $6,261

Australia's Coral Coast $34,492 $1,372 $3,267 $19,602 $10,251

WA Tourism Coral Coast $2,614 $2,614

WA Tourism South West $94,124 $22,393 $44,421 $430 $26,880

Augusta Margaret River Tourism Assoc 
Inc $15,191 $3,740 $2,290 $4,580 $2,082 $2,499

Total $134,221 $253,490 $354,455 $369,572 $256,749 $266,789 $53,389 $103,091 $163,773 $132,736 $128,801 $129,556

Western Australia Y2014

Grand Total Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 Jun-14 Jul-14 Aug-14 Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14

Australia's North West Tourism $16,143 $1,923 $14,220

WA Tourism North West $60,218 $7,842 $36,692 $7,842 $7,842

WA Tourism Commission $1,360,985 $125,925 $77,034 $114,512 $132,103 $198,675 $103,522 $80,434 $144,521 $60,061 $55,884 $126,317 $141,997

WA Tourism Commission $927,651 $94,846 $54,388 $16,531 $91,103 $156,934 $67,699 $22,179 $96,167 $42,277 $42,518 $123,254 $119,755

WA Tourism Commission-Notices $1,942 $1,942

WA Tourism Aust Golden Outback $135,252 $42,555 $6,261 $6,261 $4,127 $27,883 $25,315 $15,170 $7,539 $141

Australia's Coral Coast $12,053 $3,836 $8,217

WA Tourism Coral Coast $31,576 $993 $13,385 $2,064 $2,064 $2,614 $7,842 $2,614

WA Tourism Coral Coast-Comp $22,432 $3,070 $6,429 $6,192 $2,064 $2,614 $2,063

WA Tourism South West $47,282 $11,445 $8,364 $27,224 $249

Augusta Margaret River Tourism Assoc 
Inc $38,323 $2,750 $4,346 $1,756 $1,733 $5,177 $11,625 $5,835 $2,394 $2,707

Total $239,029 $151,974 $212,046 $258,856 $404,450 $195,186 $146,787 $290,459 $122,829 $110,497 $259,992 $261,752

The table below outlines the expenditure various WA tourism organisations have spent on advertising over 
the past 2 years. 

*This table must be taken as an averaged out indication of expenditure, as there are various minor advertising particulars not costed or monitored due to their small size. 
For example TV Billboards, Radio live reads and Cinema stills to name a few.     

Source: AQX 
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Regional Seasons and Event Timings

Peak Season

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Lower Great Southern

Margaret River Region

Australia’s North West

Australia’s Golden Outback 

Australia’s Coral Coast 

Events and Attractions

Event 1 Event 2 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Lower Great Southern
Taste Great 

Southern
ANZAC Day 1 / 2

Margaret River Region Gourmet Escape Margaret River Pro 2 1

Australia’s North West Broome Races
Pilbara Music 

Festival
1 2

Australia’s Golden 

Outback 
Wave Rock 

Weekender
Kalgoorlie Races 1 / 2

Australia’s Coral Coast 
Whale Shark 

Season
Wildflower Season 1 2
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Timing Analysis Key Learnings 

• Research shows January is a month that is high on the agenda when it comes to searching information 

online regarding the category and topics of holiday and travel. Other months include April and July. 

• In the past 2 years the majority of Tourism advertising expenditure is being spent during the months of 

March to May and Nov to January.

• It is recommended to know when Tourism WA is going into market for 2017 before any advertising timings 

be confirmed for the region. 

• It is recommended to not only advertise and promote the peak season’s, but put a focus on shoulder 

seasons and the off-season to encourage visitation when the region is not at full capacity already. 

• The timeline presented later in this strategy will take these learnings into consideration. 
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Marketing Channel Analysis
Where should we target our audience?
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Mindset and Behavioural Targeting 

• When segmenting our audiences we have the 
opportunity to communicate with our audiences 
whey they are in the relevant mindset. 

• For example: If we are wanting to convince our 
Active and Nature Loving Families that the region is 
the best place to escape for more real natural 
beauty we should communicate this message when 
they are:

• At the time they are most in need of escape

• Researching and planning nature and activity based 
outings

• The following slides will delve into our target 
audiences media and channel preferences and 
consumption. 
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• Grow in significance as both a channel of engagement & communication as well as a 

powerful community feedback tool.

• Requires coordinated approach across all social channels, and between divisions.

Social
Earned / Owned 

Media

Experiential
Bought / Owned 

Media

Digital
Bought / Owned 

Media

• Covers events and sponsorship activations

• Allows interaction and engagement with the brand through our representatives

• Bought – includes both Search & Display

• Owned – Website/campaign sites and online publications

• Important to integrate activity to drive the right action to the right destination

Traditional
Bought Media

• Bought – includes TV, Radio, Print and Out of Home

• Owned – corporate publications, newsletters, brochures etc.

• Enables broad reach and communication of brand and key messages to drive awareness and 

action
1 way dialogue

2 way interaction
c

o
m

m
u

n
ic

a
ti
o

n
e

n
g

a
g

e
m

e
n

t

Important to leverage the full spectrum of Bought / Earned / Owned media to enable effective and relevant communication and 

engagement.  The target audiences needs & our objectives will play a deciding factor, shifting emphasis as required.

Channels
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Media Channel Consumption

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Nature Families

Heavy Medium Light Very Light/None

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Active Families

Heavy Medium Light Very Light/None

• Light newspaper
• Light Magazines

• Medium/Light TV
• Medium Radio 

• Heavy Internet
• Medium/Heavy Cinema 
• Heavy Outdoor

• Light newspaper
• Light Magazines

• Medium TV
• Medium Radio 

• Heavy Internet
• Medium/Heavy Cinema 
• Heavy Outdoor

These graphs illustrate the media channels that our target audience are most receptive to…
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Media Channel Consumption

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Escape Adult Couples Sgls

Heavy Medium Light Very Light/None

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Active Adult Couples Sgls

Heavy Medium Light Very Light/None

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Nature Adult Couples Sgls

Heavy Medium Light Very Light/None

• Light newspaper
• Light Magazines

• Medium TV
• Medium Radio 

• Heavy Internet
• Heavy/Medium Cinema 

• Heavy Outdoor

These graphs illustrate the media channels that our target audience are most receptive to…
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Media Most Useful for Travel and 
Accommodation 

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%

Newspapers

Magazines

Catalogues

Radio

Television

Internet

Yellow Pages

SELECTING TRAVEL OR ACCOMMODATION - MEDIA MOST USEFUL FOR

Nature Adult Couples Sgls Active Adult Couples Sgls Escape Adult Couples Sgls

Active Families Nature Families    TOTAL

• The target audience find the internet the most useful for Travel / Accommodation research, this is because they can 
access large quantities of content, and access it at their own time.

• Magazines and TV are also used. Magazines can also be the inserts within Newspapers.

This graph illustrates the media channels that our target audience use to research Travel / Accommodation?
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Media Channel Used During the Day

M - F Nature Families Active Families
Escape Adult 

Couples Sgls.
Active Adult 

Couples Sgls.
Nature Adult 

Couples Sgls.

Breakfast Radio Radio / Internet Radio / Internet Radio Radio

Mid-Morning Radio / Internet Radio / Internet Internet Internet Internet 

Lunch Internet Internet Internet Internet Internet 

Afternoon Radio Radio / Internet Radio / Internet /
Magazine

Internet / Radio / 
Magazine

Radio / Internet /
Magazine

Dinner TV / Radio TV TV / Internet / 
Cinema 

TV / Internet / 
Cinema 

TV / Internet / 
Cinema 

After Dinner TV TV TV / Internet TV / Internet TV / Internet 

• Internet is the highest indexing media throughout the morning.
• TV and Internet are the sole medium in the evening. 

• Magazine over indexes for Sgls. and Couples in the afternoon.
• Cinema over indexes for Sgls. and Couples in the evening.
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Media Channel Used During the Day

S-S Nature Families Active Families
Escape Adult 

Couples Sgls.

Active Adult 

Couples Sgls.

Nature Adult 

Couples Sgls.

Breakfast Radio / TV Newspaper TV TV / Internet TV / Internet 

Mid-Morning Internet / 

Radio

Radio / Internet Internet / TV / 

Book

Internet / TV / 

Book

Internet / TV / 

Book

Lunch Internet / Book Internet Internet / Radio Internet / Radio Internet / Radio

Afternoon Internet / TV / 

Radio

Internet / TV / 

Radio

Internet / TV Internet / TV Internet / TV

Dinner TV TV Internet / TV / 

Cinema

Internet / TV / 

Cinema

Internet / TV / 

Cinema

After Dinner Book / TV / 

Internet 

Book / TV / 

Internet 

Internet / TV Internet / TV Internet / TV

• Similar consumption of media as during the week. With the exception of more TV viewing due to more free time. 

• There is over indexing for Book in the morning for Sgls. / Couples in the morning and Families in the evening.
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Internet Activities

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00% 100.00%

General activities

Communication activities

Banking & finance activities

Buying, selling, shopping activities

Blogs & online communities activities

Interactive activities

Research & information activities

Entertainment & amusement activities

Advertising activities

Internet activities

Summary - Internet Activities Done In The Last 4 Weeks

Nature Adult Couples Sgls Active Adult Couples Sgls Escape Adult Couples Sgls Active Families Nature Families    TOTAL

The target audience uses the internet to conduct research activities in order to look for information. It can be suggested that the target 

audience heavily use the internet to research and find information for upcoming holidays.
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Travel Websites

• Highest rated non-booking sites are News Corp-owned 
news.com.au/travel (5.3%) and Fairfax-owned 
Traveller.com.au (3.8%).

• User-review site Trip Advisor is the most improved by far, 
increasing its average four-weekly visitation by almost 
45% (from 6.1% to 8.8%), while Booking.com inched up 
from 9.0% to 9.7%.

• Cross visitation is high with 37.2% of Aussies who visit 
TripAdvisor in an average four weeks also visit 
Booking.com. This is because Australians are driven by 
price and want to ensure they are getting the best deal.

Australia’s top 15 travel/tourism websites by average 

four-weekly visitation

Source: Roy Morgan 2016
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Outdoor Media Consumption

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

Outdoor Media Consumption

   TOTAL Nature Families Active Families Escape Adult Couples Sgls Active Adult Couples Sgls Nature Adult Couples Sgls

This graph illustrates the media channels that our target audience use to research Travel / Accommodation?

The highest consumed outdoor media channel is Big Billboards followed by and Petrol stations. Bus wraps and Bus shelters are also 

consumed and must be considered as it will target the audience when they are on their way to and from work in an optimal mindset.  
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Media Channel Key Learnings

• Cinema, TV and Online will be primary channels used to build brand awareness throughout the dream

phase of the target audience’s customer journey. These are the best channels to use in order to build 

awareness of the region’s natural beauty and drive a sense of awe and intrigue towards the region.

• Outdoor will be used as a secondary channel to support Cinema, TV and Online communications. 

• Online channels and Print will be primary channels used to educate and inform the target audience 

throughout the plan phase of the target audiences' customer journey. These are the best channels to 

provide high levels of content and information enabling the target audience to plan their ultimate 

escape and authentic holiday experience.  

• These channels will be allocated to ensure they are placed in optimum locations and times to target the 

target audience when they are in the optimal mindset. 
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Destination Marketing Strategy
How will we target our audience?
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Our Customer Journey

Dream Plan Book Experience

Awareness Consideration Preference Purchase Experience Loyalty

“I’m so busy with life, I just need to escape 

somewhere so I can stop and recharge my 

batteries” 

“When considering holidays, time is a big factor 

and I will most likely just go back to Margaret River 

because it’s what I know and it is easy”

“I will do all of my 

own research, 

utilising online as my 

main channel”

“I want information 

so I can find my ideal 

escape”

“I will book my 

holiday and activities 

online”

“I want to have an authentic experience, I want 

to do and see all that The Amazing South Coast 

has to offer”

Opportune Times…

• Commuting to and from work

• Exhausted at the end of the day

• Decision making times with partner 

• Running kids around during the week/end

• End of winter, coming into summer

Opportune Times…

• Researching and 

planning online

• Looking at 

comparison 

websites for 

advice

• WOM

Opportune Times…

• Booking online

Opportune Times…

• Driving to the destination and around the 

region. This includes local tourist destinations 

and or businesses. 

• Looking at comparison websites for advice on 

what to do and where to go. 

• Visiting local websites. 

Opportune 

times to 

target our 

audience

Mindset

Phase

Based on the research, the diagram below maps out the journey holiday makers go through when deciding on their next holiday destination in WA. 
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Marketing Strategy

PR Campaign
Print

Marketing

Channels

Dream Plan Book Experience

• Build brand awareness and drive 
consideration for the region. 

• Brand messaging to demonstrate the best 
the region has to offer. 

• Be noticeable and entertain. 

Messaging

• Retail messaging
to inform and 
educate the 
target audience 
so they prefer the 
region over 
competing 
destinations. 

• Clear and easy
product
messaging to 
help people 
purchase the 
right service to 
their needs.

• Personal messaging that will enable 
people to get the most out of their 
experience within the region. 

• Teach, advise and care for the 
audience.

• If this is done accurately visitors will 
become advocates for the region.  

Based on the media channel analysis, the diagram below maps out The Amazing South Coast marketing strategy. Please see appendix 1 for detailed breakdown. 

Phase

Cinema
TV
Outdoor

Online Advertisements 

Online - Website / SEO / Social hashtag 

Marketing Collateral
Content - Social / Travel Bloggers / Brand Ambassadors

EDMs

Advocacy

Event Development and Marketing
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Marketing Strategy Timeline
2017 2018

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Dream 

Phase

Cinema

TV

Outdoor 

Online

Plan 

Phase

PR 

Campaign

Print

EDMs

Online/Social 

Content

Always On – Book and Experience Phase

Online
Online/Social

Content

Website

SEO

EDMs

Marketing

Collateral

Various 

Marketing 

Collateral

Event 

Marketing

Various 

Events and 

Collateral
Various events throughout the year
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Objective 

• Highlight and visually communicate the key features and benefits of the region to the target audience.

• Build brand awareness and drive consideration for the region. Spark genuine interest and awe into the region.

• Transition people from the ‘dream’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘plan’ phase. Drive people to communication platforms that will have greater levels of 
information (E.g. Website and or social media channels).

Messaging

• Visual imagery – High percentage of communications. Demonstrate the best the region has to offer. 

• Text – Low percentage of communications. Short and clear messaging. 

• Key messaging - Brand messaging to demonstrate the best the region has to offer. Be noticeable and entertain. 

Channel Detail

Cinema Action – Develop a Cinema commercial that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Outdoor and Indoor cinema. 

TV Action – Develop a TV commercial that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Evening times as per the media behaviour of the target audience. 

Outdoor Action – Develop Outdoor Billboard artwork that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Forrest Hwy – to put the region top of mind for the target audience’s next holiday. Metro locations – so the region is top of mind during times 

where the target audience needs an escape due to work or stress. 

Online Action – Develop online advertisements to drive people to the planning phase. 

Placement – Websites that the target audience frequent for planning and research holidays and other associated activities. 

Social Action – Utilise the tagline as a hashtag to build awareness and establish an identity. #wortheverymoment

Placement - Across Dream Phase communications. 

Website / 

SEO 

Action – Develop a new website and provide ongoing content management along with SEO. SEO will improve SERP and ensure the website is optimised. 

Placement – Online website, link the new website to social channels, along with various stakeholder brands and organisations.

Dream Phase Strategy
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Objective 

• Communicate high levels of information about the region’s activities, experiences and what is on offer. 

• Educate and inform the target audience of how best to experience the region. 

• Transition people from the ‘plan’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘book’ phase. Drive people to booking platforms.

Messaging

• Visual imagery – Medium to high percentage of communications. 

• Text – Medium percentage of communications. Educate and inform. 

• Key messaging - Retail messaging to inform and educate the target audience so they prefer the region over competing destinations. 

Channel Detail

Public Relations Action – Develop a partnership with a media supplier to endorse and promote the region to their audience. 

Placement – TV or Radio station personalities

Print Action – Develop print advertisements that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement - Early general news and Travel section (Editorial to be used within the Travel section). 

Marketing Collateral Action – Develop marketing collateral that will form communication tools to facilitate the best possible experience for visitors.  

Placement – Points at which visitors need and want information to heighten their experience. (Tourism and Council buildings, Tourist locations, Online Downloadable etc.)

Content –

Social / 

Travel Bloggers / 

Brand Ambassadors

Action – Develop content that will provide education and information on how best to experience the region. 

Placement – Utilise owned channels (Website, Social) along with paid channels (Websites that the target audience frequent for planning and research holidays

Action – Utilise influencers to promote the region along with developing content. Leverage influencers and blog audiences to increase the region’s brand awareness. 

Placement – Blogs and online platforms. 

Event Marketing Action – Marketing and promotions at existing events to grow brand awareness throughout the marketing mix. Grow new events to build a local identity,

Placement – Blogs and online platforms. 

EDMs Action – Build a database for marketing communications. Develop segmented signup questionnaires to ensure communications are as tailored as possible to ensure 

value. 

Placement – Owned channels such as CRM and Website. 

Plan Phase Strategy
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Objective 

• Enable people to book the experience as close to their needs and wants as possible. 

• Clear and easy product messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs.

• Transition people from the ‘book’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘experience’ phase. 

• Drive people to collect marketing collateral and communications to make their experience as enjoyable as possible.

Messaging

• Visual imagery – Low to medium percentage of communications. 

• Text – High percentage of communications. Clear and easy product messaging. 

• Key messaging - Clear and easy product messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs.

Channel Detail

Marketing 

Collateral 

Action – Develop marketing collateral that will provide retail messaging to help visitors book the correct holiday option for their needs and wants. 

Placement – Downloadable online, physical booking facilities. 

Website Action – Develop content that will provide retail messaging to help visitors book the correct holiday option for their needs and wants. 

Placement – Owned online channels - Website. 

EDMs Action – Build a database for marketing communications. Develop segmented signup questionnaires to ensure communications are as tailored as possible to

ensure value. 

Placement – Owned channels such as CRM and Website. 

Online Action – Develop online advertisements 

Placement – Websites that the target audience frequent for planning and research holidays and other associated activities. 

Book Phase Strategy
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Objective 

• Provide people with the needs to have the best experience as close to their needs and wants as possible. 

• Clear and easy product messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs.

• Transition people from the ‘experience’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘advocacy’ phase. 

• Drive people to collect marketing collateral and communications to make their experience as enjoyable as possible.

Messaging

• Visual imagery – Low to medium percentage of communications. 

• Text – High percentage of communications. Clear and easy product messaging. 

• Key messaging - Personal messaging that will enable people to get the most out of their experience within the region. Teach, advise and care for the audience. 

Channel Detail

Marketing 

Collateral 

Action – Develop marketing collateral that will provide retail messaging to help visitors book the correct holiday option for their needs and wants. 

Placement – Downloadable online, physical booking facilities. 

Event

Marketing

Action – Utilise marketing collateral to ensure all warranted events have a brand presence. Distribute event content on Bought, Owned and Earned media 

before, during, and post event. 

Placement – Bought, Owned and Earned media. 

Online Action – Develop online content to facilitate an experience visitors need and want. Provide both promotion and informative functions for the region.

Placement – Earned and Owned online channels. 

Experience Phase Strategy
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DMS Objectives and Measurement

Measurement Particular Metrics KPIs

Brand Awareness Annual Omnibus Survey to track brand 

awareness and attribute ratings for the region. 

• Awareness of the region 

• Perception towards the product offering

• Intention to travel

15-20% year on year 

increase 

Visitation to the region Utilise tourism and industry data to track 

particular metrics.  

• Number of visitors 

• Length of stay

• Time of stay

5 - 10% year on year 

increase

Website analytics and SEO Conduct ongoing website and SEO analytics 

with ongoing reporting to track and optimise 

the Website. 

• Visitation timings 

• Page(s) views/session

• Organic traffic

• Bounce rate

• EDM metrics 

• SEO metrics (e.g. SERP rankings)

TBC

Channel Reporting and Tracking Integrate channel reporting and tracking for 

media channels.

• TV reporting and tracking

• Cinema reporting and tracking

• Digital (Social media) reporting and tracking

TBC

Destination Marketing Strategy Objectives

• Build awareness of the new regional brand 

• Meaningfully connect with the approved target audience segments 

• Build a sense of intrigue around the regional product offering

• Positively influence current perceptions of the region

Increase Tourist 

Visitation to the 

region 

Based on the DMS objectives the above measurements have been developed to ensure the success and sustainability of the DMS can be achieved and 
managed into the future. Once the budget and marketing channels have been confirmed a more detailed set of measurements can be detailed. 
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Estimated Initial Budget

The Amazing South Coast 2017 Estimated Budget

Channel Media Production 

TV $300,000
$200,000

Cinema $50,000

Outdoor $100,000 $30,000

Print $50,000 $20,000

Digital $200,000 $50,000

Sub-Total $700,000 $300,000

Website TBC

SEO/Search $100,000

Total $1,100,000

This is an estimated cost. A more detailed cost can be finalised when budget, activities, timelines, placement have been 
approved and other organisational advertising expenditure (Tourism WA) timeline investigated. This cost doesn’t include 
printing or building of marketing collateral e.g. brochures / signage. 
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Next Steps

1. Confirm strategic marketing activities

2. Confirm budget

3. Confirm Tourism WA’s advertising timeline

4. Finalise brand identity (logo development and design 

application)
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Appendix
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Appendix 1

Destination Marketing Strategy
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Dream Phase Objective 

• Highlight and visually communicate the key features and benefits of the region to the target audience.

• Build brand awareness and drive consideration for the region. Spark genuine interest and awe into the region.

• Transition people from the ‘dream’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘plan’ phase. 

• Drive people to communication platforms that will have greater levels of information (E.g. Website and or social media channels).

Channel Detail

1 Cinema Action – Develop a Cinema commercial that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Outdoor and Indoor cinema. 

2 TV Action – Utilise the commercial produced for cinema on TV that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Evening times as per the media behaviour of the target audience. 

3 Outdoor Action – Develop Outdoor Billboard artwork that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement – Forrest Hwy – to put the region top of mind for the target audience’s next holiday. Metro locations – so the region is top of mind during times 

where the target audience needs an escape due to work or stress. 

4 Online Action – Develop online advertisements 

Placement – Websites that the target audience frequent for planning and research holidays and other associated activities. 

Website Action – Develop a new website to house The Amazing South Coast brand.

Placement – Online website, link the new website to social channels, along with various stakeholder brands and organisations.

5 Social Action – Utilise the tagline as a hashtag to build awareness and establish an identity. #wortheverymoment

Placement - Across Dream Phase communications. 

Dream Phase
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Visual imagery

High percentage of communications. Visually demonstrate the best the region has to offer. 

Text

Low percentage of communications. Short and clear messaging. 

Key messaging

Brand messaging to demonstrate the best the region has to offer.  Be noticeable and entertain: 

Dream Phase Messaging

“Need a real break?....Escape to The Amazing South Coast for a real holiday.”
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Insights 

• The target audience over index on cinema as a preferred media channel. 

• Recall rates are much higher than other display media. 

• Captive audience, can’t change the channel and it is considered rude to talk through a movie. 

• Cinema screen is large scale to help showcase the size and beauty of the region. 

Strategy

• What – Develop a commercial that can be used for both Cinema and TV. Utilise a maximum of 6 features of the 
region within the commercial. 

• Where – Target outdoor and indoor cinemas within Perth Metro and South West WA region. 

• Competitor Tactic - Target South West WA Cinema locations (Outdoor and indoor cinemas). 

• Indoor - Bunbury, Busselton and *Margaret River (Arts cinema). Outdoor – Busselton drive in. Margaret River 
– Cape Mentelle. 

Dream Phase Channel: Cinema

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Brand messaging to 

demonstrate the best the region 

has to offer.  Be noticeable and 

entertain. 

• In door cinema – Perth Metro 

region and South West WA 

region. 

• Outdoor cinema - Perth Metro 

region and South West WA 

region. 

• Captive and ready to be immersed. 

• Relaxed but feeling active because they 

are outdoors. 

• On holiday in the South West of WA.
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Insights 

• TV is the most preferred media channel during the evening. 

• TV is a great channel to showcase imagery, atmosphere and the mood of the region through music, 
High Definition imagery and the ability to tell a story. 

• TV has a high reach and frequency, which is the reason it is an effective channel to build brand 
awareness. 

Strategy 

• What – Develop a commercial that can be used for both Cinema and TV. Utilise a maximum of 6 
features of the region within the commercial. 

• Where – Target evening spots due to viewing over indexing at night time. Target popular TV channels. 

Dream Phase Channel: TV

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Brand messaging to 

demonstrate the best the 

region has to offer.  Be 

noticeable and entertain. 

• Evening television spots

• Same old daily routine

• Stressed out at work

• Decision making with partner
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Insights 

• The target audience over index in outdoor media consumption. This makes this channel an effective media 
to build brand awareness. 

• The target audience will consume this media when they are:

• The daily monotonous commute to and from work

• Completing boring, mundane but also stressful family duties

• This will mean that they will be susceptible to the brand message. 

Strategy

• What – Develop outdoor communications to deliver key messaging when target audience are in vulnerable 
mindset.  

• Where – Large format billboards, shopping centre malls within Perth Metro and South West WA region. 

• Competitor Tactic - Target South West WA Outdoor locations to make holiday goers think of the region for 
their next holiday. Utilise Forrest HWY northbound as people will be thinking about their next holiday.

Dream Phase Channel: Outdoor 

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Brand messaging to 

demonstrate the best the 

region has to offer.  Be 

noticeable and entertain. 

• Large Format Billboards 

• Shopping Centres and Malls

• Bus Wraps and Adshels

• Same old daily routine

• Stressed out at work
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Insights 

• People are beginning to base their holiday decision making on upcoming events within a region and then conducting 
sightseeing activities on top of this. 

• To help establish a local image it is recommended to further develop special events, which are linked to iconic attractions 
and that celebrate community values. This will attract like minded visitors. E.g. Byron Bay’s BluesFest. 

• Ensure that both residents and local businesses receive a social and economical value from the event. This will aid in 
sustainability and local ownership.     

• Social good is on the rise and demand is on the rise for brands to stand for a charitable cause. This cause must have an 
element of synergy with the brand’s identity to ensure authenticity. 

• The Bibbulmum Track is rated as one of Lonely Planet’s top rated walks in the world. There is an overwhelming increase in 
eco / adventure tourism, this is not just for individuals, groups but also for corporate team building. 

• If people were to walk the Bibbulmum track to the region, than the next time they make the 4.5 hour drive, it will seem like 
the region is just around the corner. This will aid in overcoming the region’s tyranny of distance. 

Strategy 

• This presents a unique opportunity for the region to develop an annual Bibbulmum Charity Walk. This could be extended 
out to individual corporate team building programs also. For this to be successful a harmonious cause must be identified 
with the region’s local identity.  

• Build on the Taste Great Southern festival within the region to ensure other festivals and events can build on the local 
identity and the primary tourism product offering: Food and Wine Tourism; Nature Tourism; Heritage and Cultural Tourism.  

• Ensure there is a marketing presence at all regional events to ensure that visitors are building brand recognition with the 
local identity.

Dream Phase Channel: 
Event Marketing – Bibbulmum Charity Walk

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Brand messaging to demonstrate 

the best the region has to offer.  

Be noticeable and entertain. 

Across the integrated 

marketing mix of Owned, 

Earned and Paid channels. 

• I want to do something unique for charity

• I want a real adventurous holiday I can’t get 

elsewhere in WA

• I want to escape from my routine life
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Insights

Online Advertising 

• The target audience use online media channels as their primary research tool for holiday planning. 

• This represents a good opportunity to position The Amazing South Coast as a preferable holiday option whilst 
the target audience are in the mindset of dreaming about escaping to a destination they can unwind and 
recharge the batteries. 

Integrated Marketing Mix

• Use the tagline as a hashtag across Paid, Earned and Owned mass media channels to motivate visitors to use 
the hashtag on Earned online channels such as Instagram and Facebook.  

Strategy

• Online banner advertisements to be posted on popular websites that the target audience frequent when 
they are in the optimal mindset of planning similar activities.  

• These websites include TripAdvisor, news.com.au/travel, Traveller.com.au. 

• The target audience over index in visiting the website Seek, this could represent an opportunity to target the 
audience when they have had enough of their work and what a change.  

• It is recommended that online advertisements be in the form of rich media. This means that there is an 
element of video, audio that encourage the viewer to interact and engage with content. 

Dream Phase Channel: Online

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Brand messaging to 

demonstrate the best the 

region has to offer.  Be 

noticeable and entertain. 

• Popular websites for travel / 

holiday research, outdoor 

activities, events etc. 

• Dreaming - I need to go on a holiday

• Indecisive - Where am I going to go?

• Stressed and getting burnt out. 
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Insights - The target audience utilise online channels primarily for researching travel and accommodation. 

Dream Phase Channel: Website

Action Purpose

Planning
and 
Local 
Knowledge

• Trip planner function.  

• Assist users to research and plan their trip prior to purchasing product. 

• Enabling people to design their perfect real holiday. 

• Realise they may need an extra day to fit all their activities in. 

• Impart local insights through top 10 experiences; self drive itineraries; local 

tips and recommendations.  

• Visitors will receive a real local experience. 

• Visitors will be able to confidently design their ideal holiday experience.

• Split the region into smaller iconic regions and illustrate this through an 

interactive map.

• This will help people search for experiences from a geographic mindset.

• Communicate the diversity and breadth of experiences on offer. 

Social

• Integration of social buttons along with the inclusion of share buttons for 

likeable content.
• Encourage social advocacy. 

• Make every day people brand advocates for the region. 

• Visually communicate what the region has to offer. 

• Share dream / likeable holiday content with holiday companions. 

• Integration of the brand’s social accounts and feeds* 
(Real time ability to see what photos people are sharing on social media platforms in the 
physical website)

E-newsletter
• Integration of a segmented (Winter & Summer, Relax & Active) e-

newsletter sign up in the footer and via pop-ups. Provide incentive

competitions for completion of pop-ups, surveys, database sign ups.  

• Pop-ups will increase click through and database development numbers. 

• Segmentation can enable the brand to provide tailored e-newsletters to 

improve click through and valuable information for people. 

• Incentives will motivate people to provide their data to build database 

capture. Align incentives with the product offering they will also offer value 

during the experience (e.g. picnic setting). 

Product
offering

• Deals, offers and packages for the region at the bottom of the page as a 

call to action. 

• Offer cost efficient ways to experience the region. 

• Increase value for visitors to improve the experience and motivate 

advocacy. 
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Insights - The target audience utilise online channels primarily for researching travel and accommodation. 

Dream Phase Channel: Website

Action Purpose

Imagery 

• Professional imagery. Use full width images below the main navigation; use 

images as clickable links in sidebars; and use relevant images as feature 

images for product listings & articles.

• Support the brand, and also engage the user in the available product and 

experiences. 

• Inspire people in the Dream phase to research further.

• 360 degree photography for key attractions and sites. 
• Enable people to visually put themselves in the region’s key attractions and 

sites. Help visualise the scale of the region. 

Ratings and 
Reviews

• Inclusion of TripAdvisor ratings and reviews at the end of product, event 

etc. listings. 

• This will increase time spent on the brand’s website and not bouncing 

between TripAdvisor and the brand’s website. 

• Assist in transitioning people through the customer journey. 

• Category Advisor awards and ratings displayed on the website (E.g. Lonely 

Planet).
• Communicate the high quality nature of the region’s product offering.

Optimisation 

• Optimisation to include intuitive site navigation opportunities, including 

Breadcrumb, Horizontal and Vertical Navigation, Sub-Page content menus, 

and in text hyperlinks.

• Other opportunities include Wish-list capture buttons and partner website 

listings. 

• Enable the user to browse the content on the site without getting lost, helping 

to enhance user engagement.

• Increasing time on site by lowering bounce rates and increasing the number 

of pages per session.

• Provision of wish-list capture buttons

• Fully responsive website or complimentary app for mobile and tablet 

device usage. 

• Allow people to utilise the websites functionality effectively on smaller 

devices. 

• External link building through the posting of partnered / affiliated URLs in 

related content (E.g. For more information on this Winery click on this URL 

link).

• Improve search engine result page ranking. 

• Improve the customer journey through increased knowledge / information. 
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Website Best Practice Examples

E-Newsletter 

pop-up with 

incentive 

competition. 

Self drive 

itineraries and 

an interactive 

map.

Website 

optimisation:

1. Horizontal 

Navigation

2. Wish-list button.    

Share button

3. In-text 

Hyperlinks

4. Partner   

website

1 2

3

4
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TripAdvisor ratings and local business advertising Social media accounts and lives feeds

Website Best Practice Examples
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Website Best Practice Examples

Click Here
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Website Best Practice Examples

Click Here
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Click Here

Website Best Practice Examples
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Objective 

• Communicate high levels of information about the region’s activities, experiences and what is on offer. 

• Educate and inform the target audience of how best to experience the region. 

• Transition people from the ‘plan’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘book’ phase. 

• Drive people to booking platforms.

Channel Detail

Public Relations Action – Develop a partnership with a media supplier to endorse and promote the region to their audience. 

Placement – TV or Radio station personalities

Print Action – Develop print advertisements that best represent the region’s key features and benefits. 

Placement - Early general news and Travel section (Editorial to be used within the Travel section). 

Marketing 

Collateral 

Action – Develop marketing collateral that will form communication tools to facilitate the best possible experience for visitors.  

Placement – Points at which visitors need and want information to heighten their experience. (Tourism and Council buildings, Tourist locations etc.)

Content –

Social / 

Travel Bloggers / 

Brand

Ambassadors

Action – Develop content that will provide education and information on how best to experience the region. 

Placement – Utilise owned channels (Website, Social) along with paid channels (Websites that the target audience frequent for planning and research 

holidays

Action – Utilise influencers to promote the region along with developing content. Leverage influencers and blog audiences to increase the region’s brand 

awareness. 

Placement – Blogs and online platforms. 

Event Marketing Action – Marketing and promotions at existing events to grow brand awareness throughout the marketing mix. Grow new events to build a local identity,

Placement – Blogs and online platforms. 

EDMs Action – Build a database for marketing communications. Develop segmented signup questionnaires to ensure communications are as tailored as possible 

to ensure value. 

Placement – Owned channels such as CRM and Website. 

Plan Phase Strategy
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Visual imagery

Medium to high percentage of communications. 

Text

Medium percentage of communications. Educate and inform.   

Key messaging

Retail messaging to inform and educate the target audience to the breadth of activities on offer.

Plan Phase Messaging

“The Amazing South Coast is worth every moment because there is so much to experience. 

Why not stay another day?...It’s worth every moment.”
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Insight 

• The movie Breath presents an excellent opportunity to utilise the film as a large scale advertisement. 

• There is a lack of awareness for the region and there is a tyranny of distance. 

• TV and Radio Stations have a large viewer following that can be utilised by brand’s to springboard their brand 
awareness to higher levels. 

Strategy 

Breath

• Host the national / world premiere of Breath in the region. Organise media interviews to not only promote the 
movie but also the region. 

• Utilise behind the scenes footage across owned media channels. 

TV 

• Utilise strong audience numbers on over indexed TV shows such as The Project as a platform to raise brand 
awareness of what the region has to offer and how best to experience it. This could be achieved by 
organising personalities to host segments in the region participating in activities and or events. 

• Content would be distributed throughout owned channels to encourage people to like, comment and share 
content throughout earned channels. 

Plan Phase Channel: Public Relations 

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform and 

educate the target audience 

to the breadth of activities on 

offer.

Over indexed TV shows including 

The Project. 

• Same old daily routine

• Stressed out at work but trying to take 

the time to relax of an evening and 

potentially contemplate ways to 

escape. 
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Insights

• Magazines and newspapers over index for popular channels to research travel and 
accommodation. Magazines are magazine inserts within newspapers. 

Strategy 

• Develop an editorial piece on the region with visual imagery of the best to offer within the region 
and content about how best to experience the region. 

• Develop a press ad for the early general news section also. 

Travel Editorial 

• High levels of content to showcase all that the region has to offer. 

• Target people when they are thinking about holidays. 

Early General News 

• High reach due to being in the early section of the newspaper. 

Plan Phase Channel: Print

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform 

and educate the target 

audience to the breadth of 

activities on offer.

• Travel Editorial 

• Early General News 

• Planning a holiday

• Contemplating a holiday

• Vulnerable to a possible holiday 

because of my same old daily 

routine and stressed out at work
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Insights 

• Social media platforms (Earned channels) fuel an element of FOMO (Fear of missing out) for the target audience. 
It is hear where people begin to day dream their next holiday destination. 

• Influencers are people / brands on social media platforms that have a level of authority when it comes to a topic 
such as Travel. People will follow these influencers because they value their opinion and content posted. 

• Utilising influencers’ reach can help improve brand awareness due to the high reach and level of category 
authority. 

Strategy 

• Simon Baker can be used as an influencer due to his authentic personality and his role in the movie Breath. 
Interviews, behind the scenes footage, and potentially regional brand ambassador are individual roles that could 
be conducted by him. This would entail significant PR work between the region and Simon Baker’s management.  

• Tribe is an app that brands can utilise to track down influencers within a specific category such as Travel. Brands 
provide a brief that outline the direction for content development that they want influencers to create. Tribe will 
then put the brief out to specified influencers and the influencers then develop content. Once the brand 
approves the content, the content is made live to the influencers audience. Thus enabling the brand to multiply 
their reach and ultimately improve brand awareness. 

• Other WA specific brands that can be used as influencers, include a photography group called Salty Wings who 
have a following of 50K. In the past Salty Wings have been commissioned by tourism organisations to promote 
their work via paid holidays. During these holidays and post holidays they upload content sharing the brand’s 
product offering with their audience. 

Plan Phase Channel: Influencers

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform and 

educate the target audience to 

the breadth of activities on 

offer.

Owned and Earned channels. • Where are the most beautiful spots to 

holiday in WA?

• I trust influencers more than retail 

messages. 

• Vulnerable to a possible holiday.
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Plan Phase Channel: Influencers
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Plan Phase Channel: Influencers
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Insights 

• Where possible integrate Paid, Owned and Earned channels to extend the story across as many relevant 
marketing channels. 

• Online channels are used for planning and research travel and accommodation due to the high levels of content 
enabling the audience to make the best decision for their next holidays. 

• The audience will research content looking for the destination most in line with their values, interests and needs.  

Strategy 

Partnerships 

• Partner with strong tourism and lifestyle brands to leverage their followers to increase the reach of our 
communications. 

• Showcase the best of what the region has to offer through content (Video, Photography, Editorials). 

Ultimate Experience 

• Communicate to the audience the best ways to experience the region so the audience can get the most 
valuable experience in order to improve repeat visitation (Video, Photography, Editorials). 

Plan Phase Channel: Social Media

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform and 

educate the target audience to 

the breadth of activities on 

offer.

• Owned and Earned – Online 

channels (Websites, Social 

media etc.) 

• Partner owned online channels 

(Websites, Social media etc.) 

• Planning a holiday

• Contemplating a holiday

• Vulnerable to a possible
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Insights

• Tourism Australia uses the #seeAustralia hashtag to motivate 7.2M Facebook and 2.3M Instagram followers to 
create content for the brand. 

• Content is more engaging when it comes from peers and influencers as opposed to brands and companies. 

• It is this reason that Tourism Australia has been able to grow the largest social media following of any brand in the 
country. 

• In 2014,197 of the top 200 most-liked travel photographs on Instagram all belonged to Tourism Australia.

• By having an established base and enabling tourists to sell the place, trust and engagement is heightened. 

Strategy

Sometimes the best strategy is to get out of the way….

• Provide a platform so consumers can play in that space. Encourage the use of the hashtag #wortheverymoment 
through owned, earned and paid media channels. 

• Speak the language of the target audience.

• Provide live feeds on owned media channels (Website).  

• Distribute the best posts on various media channels, this will encourage posting. (Annual Report, Website, 
Marketing Collateral). 

Plan Phase Channel: Social Media

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform and 

educate the target audience to 

the breadth of activities on 

offer.

Owned, Earned and Paid media 

channels

• Planning a holiday

• Contemplating a holiday

• Vulnerable to a possible holiday
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Plan Phase Channel: Social Media

Insights

• Imagine if we could offer a ‘test-drive’ for a holiday? Technology is at a point through virtual reality 
(VR) and live streaming that can help us achieve this. 

• The case studies shown on this page highlight the possibilities that our creative team can develop.

• If potential visitors can visualise what is on offer within the region they will be more likely to realise 
that the region is worth the drive because it has more to offer than a weekend trip. 

Strategy

• Utilise virtual reality and or 360 degree photography to enable holiday makers to visually 
understand the magnitude of the region’s natural beauty. 

• Utilise 360 degree photography specifically on the website. The website can house a selection of 
key regional assets (Tree Top Walk, Skywalk, Vineyards, Whale World etc.) showcased in 360 degree 
panoramic photography. 

• Activations can be developed similar to the Ayers Rock Dive Store targeting the target audience 
when they are in need of escape utilising VR technology to help holiday makers escape to The 
Amazing South Coast for a minute of escape. This will drive them to the next phase of the customer 
journey. 

• Live social media streaming can be set up to communicate how best to experience the region. 
These can be in line with designed self driving itineraries; crowd favourite tours (Great Southern 
Distillery, Denmark Thrills Adventure Park); or even just going for a SUP in one of the region’s majestic 
inlets. 

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging to inform 

and educate the target 

audience to the breadth of 

activities on offer.

Owned and Earned channels. • Trust peers over retail messaging

• Planning a holiday

• Contemplating a holiday

• Vulnerable to a possible holiday
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Objective 

• Enable people to book the experience as close to their needs and wants as possible. 

• Clear and easy product messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs.

• Transition people from the ‘book’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘experience’ phase. 

• Drive people to collect marketing collateral and communications to make their experience as enjoyable as possible.

Channel Detail

1 Marketing 

Collateral 

Action – Develop marketing collateral that will provide retail messaging to help visitors book the correct holiday option for their needs and wants. 

Placement – Downloadable online, physical booking facilities. 

2 Website Action – Develop content that will provide retail messaging to help visitors book the correct holiday option for their needs and wants. 

Placement – Owned online channels - Website. 

Book Phase
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Visual imagery

Low to medium percentage of communications. 

Text

High percentage of communications. Clear and easy product messaging.   

Key messaging

Clear and easy product / retail messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs. 

There is still an inherent need to communicate personality within retail messaging, where possible. 

Book Phase Messaging

“The Amazing South Coast…

- Is a majestic natural playground full of activities;

- Is a discovery of raw landscape of natural beauty;

- Gives me an escape with unexpected rewards; and

- Allows me to do as much or as little as I want.”
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Insights 

• To ensure holiday makers are confident in making the booking decision it is important they have on 
offer desired marketing collateral such as downloadable marketing brochures, self drive itineraries.

• This will instil confidence within holiday makers on their purchase decision and aid them in hitting the 
ground running when they get to the region because they will have a well thought out plan of what 
they are going to achieve whilst visiting the region. 

Strategy 

• Take the look and feel developed by the regional brand identity and apply it across marketing 
collateral. 

• The brand personality must be encapsulated within the tone for all marketing communications, which 
will help reinforce the local brand identity. 

Book Phase Channel: 
Marketing Collateral

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Retail messaging with proof
points. 
Instil personality. 

• Downloadable online
• Physical locations

What should I book?
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Objective 

• Enable people to have the best possible experience that meets their needs and wants. 

• Clear and easy product messaging to help people purchase the right service to their needs.

• Transition people from the ‘experience’ phase of the decision making process to the ‘advocacy and loyalty’ phase. 

• Drive people to collect marketing collateral and communications to make their experience as enjoyable as possible.

Channel Detail

1 Marketing 

Collateral 

Action – Develop marketing collateral that will form communication tools to facilitate the best possible experience for visitors.  

Placement – Points at which visitors need and want information to heighten their experience. (Tourism and Council buildings, Tourist locations etc.)

2 Event

Marketing

Action – Utilise marketing collateral to ensure all warranted events have a brand presence. Distribute event content on Bought, Owned and Earned media 

before, during, and post event. 

Placement – Bought, Owned and Earned media. 

3 Tourism 

Packages

Action – Develop tourism packages to provide increased cost efficiencies to visitors. This will also strengthen the positioning of the region’s diversity that will 

help communicate the need to stay longer to properly experience the region. 

Placement – Online booking platforms, physical booking offices. Content promoted via online channels. 

4 Online Action – Develop online content to facilitate an experience visitors need and want. Provide both promotion and informative functions for the region.

Placement – Earned and Owned online channels. 

Experience Phase
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Visual imagery

Medium percentage of communications. 

Text

Medium to High percentage of communications. 

Key messaging

Personal messaging that will enable people to get the most out of their experience within the 

region. Teach, advise and care for the audience. 

Experience Phase Messaging

“Whatever you want from a holiday,

The Amazing South Coast will facilitate your real ideal holiday.”
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Insights 

• To overcome the tyranny of distance we must maximise value and facilitate the real ideal holiday for 
visitors. This includes signage, self drive maps and visitor guides. 

Strategy

• Establish effective Visitor Information Centers (VICs) in prominent locations within regional tourism 
areas. 

• VICs serve not only to promote the region’s tourist attractions and facilities, but also take on the role of 
orientating visitors to the region and controlling the flow of tourists within an area. 

• Networking between VICs within the region, and those in nearby areas is essential to enable a 
proactive approach to advising the visitor on travel options and opportunities throughout their entire 
holiday. 

• Other essential elements of information provision for visitors to the region include informative visitor 
guides, and clear tourist signage (both directional and interpretive) to ensure visitors flow easily around 
the region. 

• The provision of interactive interpretation experiences will heighten the involvement of the visitor with 
the destination, providing a more memorable experience.

• Visitor guides should be made available throughout the regions many attractions, tour providers, 
accommodation properties, wineries, cellar doors etc.

Strategy 

Experience Phase Channel: 
Marketing Collateral

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Personal messaging that will 

enable people to get the most 

out of their experience within 

the region. Teach, advise and 

care for the audience. 

• Visitor Information Centres, 

Tourism and Local 

Government Offices 

• Tourist Attractions

• Throughout the region

• Online – downloadable 

• How can I best experience the region?

• Where do I go for my real holiday 

experience?
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Insights 

• Distance is a major barrier that is deterring the target audience from visiting. 

• A strong motivation for family holidays is to create family memories and to strengthen the family bond. 

• When doing something new, engaging or fun time passes quicker than when we are not engaged.  

• 73% of holiday makers will drive to their holiday destination (Roy Morgan 2016). 

Strategy 

• Make the car ride fun, interactive and as much a part of the experience as the physical attractions 
throughout the region. This will help remove the stress and frustration of the long drive.  

• Develop tools / platforms to turn the time spent travelling into a fun and memorable experience.

• These tools / platforms would be branded The Amazing South Coast and could include: 

• Toys – informative, tell you about the area when you get within close proximity.

• Games – Number plate bingo; Take a photo and put it in a scrap-book.

• Food, snacks – physical nutrients and energy. Also can be a form of bribery for kids to be good. 

• Audio books – mentally active.

• Spotify playlist – roadtrip playlist. 

• Books – colouring in book. 

*The actual creative idea will be developed by Marketforce’s creative department

Experience Channel: 
Making Travel Time Fun

Key Messaging Placement Mindset 

Personal messaging that will enable 
people to get the most out of their 

experience within the region. Teach, 
advise and care for the audience. 

Within the car 
• Are we there yet?
• Stressed out
• Bored
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